André Feil (1884–1955) was a French physician best recognized for his description, coauthored with Maurice Klippel, of patients with congenital fusion of cervical vertebrae, a condition currently known as Klippel-Feil syndrome. However, little is known about his background aside from the fact that he was a student of Klippel and a physician who took a keen interest in describing congenital anomalies. Despite the relative lack of information on Feil, his contributions to the fields of spinal disease and teratology extended far beyond science to play an integral role in changing the misguided perception shrouding patients with disfigurements, defects, deformities, and so-called monstrous births. In particular, Feil’s 1919 medical school thesis on cervical abnormalities was a critical publication in defying long-held theory and opinion that human “monstrosities,” anomalies, developmental abnormalities, and altered congenital physicality were a consequence of sinful behavior or a reversion to a primitive state. Indeed, his thesis on a spinal deformity centering on his patient, L. Joseph, was at the vanguard for a new view of a patient as nothing less than fully human, no matter his or her physicality or appearance.

Legends of Headless Monsters

One of the earliest references concerning cephalic abnormalities was a description of “headless monsters.” The first mention regarding the “headless ones that have eyes in their chests” was by Herodotus in “The History” (450 BCE), possibly in reference to fictitious inhabitants of Libya. Later the Blemmyes, members of a nomadic Nubian
tribal kingdom (600 BCE to 8th century), described as a tribe that apparently fought the Romans, were fictionalized as a legendary race of acephalous monsters with eyes and mouths on their chests (Fig. 2).\(^6\) What had led to the mystification of Blemmyes as “headless creatures” is unknown. Hypotheses have been postulated in an effort to explain the myths of headless humans, including those in tales told by Greek and Roman travelers about ceremonial tribal masks; these are possibly references to ornamented shields used for defense by the tribe that, from a distance, made those who wielded the shields appear headless, or these may be translations of local beliefs supported by Herodotus.\(^3\) The transformation of Blemmyes into monsters is found in communications of the Roman geographer, Pomponius Mela, around 15 to 60 BCE.\(^59\) References to headless people are also found in writings by 5th-century writer Martianus Capella (about 410–420 CE)\(^3\) and 7th-century Spanish Archbishop Isidore of Seville (560–636 CE).\(^36\) Seven-foot-high headless creatures continued to be discussed in 10th-century literature.\(^37\)

Discussions concerning these physically anomalous tribes in early Christian literature, including the headless Blemmyes, included the most crucial question of whether they belonged to the human race. There is no clear answer to this question in the literature, but the general tendency was to recognize them as humans. However, in the Greco-Roman view, these depictions were viewed as deviating too far from the characteristic features of the human race to be described by the epithet “men.”\(^27\)

During this period of uncertainty concerning humans with varying appearances, the Christian literature played a fundamental role in creating what would become a long-lasting and relatively inverse pejorative association between anatomical differences and morality. Monstrous races were thought to have originated not from Adam but from Cain. Humanoid races, which were not considered fully human, as well as creatures that have little to do with men, were considered the offspring of Cain. The appearance of such people was thought to be the consequence of a curse that led to moral and then physical degradation and to separation of the descendants of Cain. Ham, one of the sons of Noah, also began to be associated with the origins of such human decay or of being considered less than fully human after he was cursed by Noah. Humans with the head of a horse, two heads, or two fused bodies; giants; and one-legged humans were all believed to be descendants of Ham, as were the headless and those with a mouth on the chest.\(^27,60\)

Additionally, such headless creatures, or even those with distorted head-neck formations, were denied status as men because they were believed to lack one of the four obligatory organs inherent to all humans (i.e., a fully human head-brain structure). Alexander of Hales (1185–1245) claimed that the lack of a normal human brain was made up for by other organs that took on the brain’s function (i.e., the other organs made up for the lack of a seat of the soul).\(^2\) These early opinions of and concepts toward humans with abnormal appearances had great implications in creating the perceptions that would come to be adopted by later Europeans toward congenital malformations.
The Word “Monster”

The Oxford English Dictionary (2016, www.oed.com) defines the word “monster” as “any imaginary creature that is large, ugly, and frightening.” In today’s society, it would be challenging to find someone who did not associate the word “monster” as applied to humans, with the concept of something horrible or aggressive, with fallen souls, or with dark evil spirits. Popular media and cultural examples, such as Boris Karloff’s Frankenstein, Bela Lugosi’s Count Dracula, Lon Chaney’s Phantom of the Opera, and Lon Chaney, Jr.’s werewolf “The Wolf Man,” conjure up such notions. Regardless of what makes these monsters unique, the fact that they are different from normal humans is justification enough to deem them ugly and frightening. In many ways, at least for European cultures from ancient times until the early 20th century, persons with congenital malformations or deformities were also deemed “monsters.” However, centuries and generations ago the word “monster” did not have the same connotation that it has today.

The English word “monster” (“malformed animal or human, creature afflicted with a birth defect” [www.etymonline.com]) can be traced to the 12th century Old French “monstre” or “moistre” (monster, monstrosity), and directly from the Latin “monstrum,” with meanings of divine omen, portent, sign, abnormal shape, monster, and monstrosity. Figuratively, the word described a repulsive character, an object of dread, an awful deed, or an abomination, and it was related to the Latin root of “mo-nere” (to warn). Abnormal or prodigious animals were regarded as signs or omens of impending evil. By the late 14th century, the word was used in association with imaginary animals composed of parts of creatures (e.g., centaur, griffin). The meaning that associated a monster to an animal of vast size is from the 1520s; the sense of a person of inhuman cruelty or wickedness originates from the 1550s. The adjectival use of “monster” to mean something of extraordinary size became common in the 1830s. In Old English (Anglo-Saxon), the monster Grendel (from the epic poem Beowulf [c. 700–1000]) was an aglæca, a word related to agle, meaning calamity, terror, distress, or oppression, and it has a relationship to the Arabic ‘alāg, meaning a miserable being, wretch, miscreant, monster, or fierce combatant. A common theme that characterizes all monsters by the current definition is their perceived deviation from the human race. The words “monster” and “monstrous” were used even until the early modern period in Europe in the context of signifying an abnormal birth or congenital deformity. Phrases from 16th century English texts, such as “a monstrous deformed infant,” suggest that the term was used in a way to express deviation from the natural order, a separation from God, or even a being with outward human appearance but without a soul.

In the 17th century, the word “monster” became a technical term within medicine to signify a congenital malformation. This terminology remained commonplace even during the early 20th century, as noted in Feil’s thesis and other contemporary medical publications. French physician François Bouchard, in a description of a patient in 1672, defined a monster as “anything that appears outside the usual course and order of nature such as a child with two heads or which has three or more arms or other superfluous members, mutilated or maimed.”

The Perception of Monsters in Early Europe

During the 16th and 17th centuries in Europe, unprecedented interest in monstrous births paralleled a revived interest in the mysteries of anatomy and the morose. Publications on anatomy and dissection by prominent physicians and natural philosophers became widely read and discussed. However, the topic of monstrous births was not limited to scholarly publications but was also incorporated into popular prints, such as ballads, chapbooks, and advertisements. Books regarding the topic of monstrous births fell into two groups: “wonder” books, which presented monsters from a natural philosophical point of view in a similar fashion as other popular literature media, and medical books, which intended to analyze and explain monstrous births from a scientific perspective. The different perspectives presented by these two groups played an important role in molding society’s perceptions of such human developmental abnormalities.

“Wonder” books originated for the most part with Protestants of various denominations and, as a result, each book represented the outlook and relationship with God of that particular religious doctrine. Authors of wonder books tended to focus on the analysis of isolated cases of congenital abnormalities, which they would proclaim as signs of God or the devil. These books emphasized morality and divine intervention as the primary culprit responsible for the congenital abnormalities. Pierre Boaistau (1515–1566), the author of the 1560 Protestant wonder book Histoires Prodigieuses, believed that the purpose of monstrous births was to send a moralizing message to sinners:

It is most certain, that these monstrous creatures, for the most part do proceed of the judgment, justice, chastisement and curse of God, which suffreth that the fathers and mothers bring forth these abominations, as a horror of their sin.

Despite the harshness of these words, Boaistau believed that persons with abnormalities should be treated with Christian compassion because they represented a sign of God’s divine power. Generally, wonder books described those with congenital malformations as messengers who brought “into the world no other news, but an admiration of the divine works of God.” Popular literature would play an integral role in establishing the perception that congenital malformations were a manifestation of sinful behavior, a perception that would take years of scientific investigation, demonstration, and reformation of stubborn biological theory to refute.

One of the earliest books to discuss medical points of view about monstrous births is Des Monstres et Prodiges (On Monsters and Marvels, 1573) by the French surgeon Ambroise Paré (1510–1590) (Fig. 3). Ambroise Paré was a pioneer in the field of surgery and was considered
one of the best-known surgeons in France when he published *Des Monstres*. The book is among the first to suggest a classification for monstrous births and to propose causes rooted in anatomy and physiology. The first chapter of *Des Monstres*, titled “On The Causes of Monsters,” provides a list of causes by which each monstrous birth can be classified:

The first is the glory of God.

The second, his wrath.

The third, too great a quantity of seed.

The fourth, too little a quantity.

The fifth, the imagination.

The sixth, the narrowness or smallness of the womb.

The seventh, the indecent posture of the mother, as when, being pregnant, she has sat too long with her legs crossed, or pressed against her womb.

The eighth, through a fall, or blows struck against the womb of the mother, being with child.

The ninth, through hereditary or accidental illness.

The tenth, through rotten or corrupt seed.

The eleventh, through mixture or mingling of seed.

The twelfth, through the artifice of wicked spital beggars.

The thirteenth, through the Demons and Devils.  

Paré, in his analysis, suggested that the hand of God also played a role in physical or physiological causes. He stated, “most often monstrous and marvelous creatures proceed from the judgment of God, who permits fathers and mothers to produce such abominations from the disorder they make in copulation.” Despite assigning supernatural theories for each cause, Paré is viewed as among the first physicians to look at monsters as a matter of scientific inquiry and was considered a key figure in creating a new framework for studying abnormal births. Decades after Paré’s book, other attempts to shed light on monstrous births were published. Caspar Bauhin (1560–1624), a Swiss physician and botanist who also worked on anatomical nomenclature, published a classification of monstrous births in his 1600 book, *De Hermaphroditorum Monstrosorum*. His classification was based on contemporary theories concerning possible causes and was organized into a hierarchical tree.

In 1616, Fortunio Liceti (1577–1657), an Italian physician, classified monsters first by morphology and then into subgroups based on cause in his book, *De Monstorum Natura, Causis, et Differentiis* (Fig. 4). Liceti was a strong supporter of the notion that monstrous births were due to natural causes and rejected the idea that they were a product of sinful behavior. Liceti’s strong disapproval for the earlier theories of birth abnormalities is evident in the following passage from a 1905 book on monsters, in which the author provides translations from *De Monstorum*:

“Monsters are produced merely when nature makes a mistake, and sin cannot result in the appearance of a monster”. “[a] monster does not foretell the future”, “… and “a monster does not signify evil”…. “It is unbelievable”, he [Liceti] wrote, “that God produces monsters in order to warn men of imminent catastrophes. It is not what they presage, but their rarity that makes the world wonder at them.”

During this same 16th- to 17th-century period, the topic of abnormal human anatomy and morphology not only was used by scientists, philosophers, and religious activists, but also was drawn upon by contemporary famous English writers. For example, William Shakespeare (1564 baptized—1616) mentions people born without heads in *The Tempest*:

Faith, sir, you need not fear. When we were boys,

Who would believe that there were mountaineers

Dew-lapp’d like bulls, whose throats had hanging at ’em

Wallets of flesh? or that there were such men

Whose heads stood in their breasts? which now we find

Each putter-out of five for one will bring us

Good warrant of.  

Moreover, Shakespeare’s Othello explains to the duke and the senate that he is an exotic traveler and has encountered adventures with primitive beings, probably such as the Blemmyes:

It was my hint to speak – such was the process:

And of the Cannibals that each other eat,

The Anthropophagi, and men whose heads

Do grow beneath their shoulders. These things to hear

Would Desdemona seriously incline.
French popular literature of the early 19th century continued to explore the conundrum of defining what is required for one to be classified as fully human. Although Victor Hugo’s (1802–1885) novel *The Hunchback of Notre Dame* (originally titled *Notre-Dame de Paris*, published 1831) is set in the late Middle Ages during the reign of Louis XI (1461–1483), its main character, Quasimodo, represented this often-overlooked theme. Besides its thematic concentration on the value of significant architecture as a symbol for maintaining knowledge of, and connection with, the important aspects of human history, the work underscores through Quasimodo the social attitude toward individuals with malformations or deformities that still dominated Europe in the early 19th century. In fact, Hugo may have based Quasimodo on a hunchback who was a foreman of a government sculpting studio in Paris in the 1820s and who worked on post–French Revolution restorations to Notre Dame Cathedral.\(^5\) Quasimodo is ascribed by the crowds to be the devil because of his horrible and repulsive outward appearance; however, in actuality he is filled with love and kindness. In fact, he was exchanged as a newborn because of his less-than-human hideous appearance—the baby Quasimodo was left by gypsies in place of Esmeralda, whom they preferred and abducted (Fig. 5).

Similarly, Mary Shelley’s *Frankenstein; or, The Modern Prometheus*, published anonymously in 1818, then under her own name in 1822, explored similar ideas of humanness within a Gothic framework. In the novel, the monster does not have a name, as a human should, but is identified by words such as “creature,” “monster,” “demon,” and “it.” Speaking to Victor Frankenstein, the monster refers to himself as “the Adam of your labours,” and elsewhere as someone who “would have” been “your Adam,” but is instead “your fallen angel.” The story is about the quest to become human. The beautiful creation of Frankenstein’s dreams turns out to be hideous—a monster, with yellow eyes and skin that barely conceals the muscle tissue and blood vessels underneath.\(^6\) Revolted and disgusted with his work, Victor flees Geneva, while the rejected creature vanishes. Intelligent and articulate, the monster searches in vain to acquire humanness, but instead creates panic and fear. He has what man has given him, but he does not have what God could and must give him—a soul.

**Étienne Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire**

With the works of Liceti and others, the way that monstrous births and deformities were viewed began to change from a religious outlook to a more scientific one. Reinforcing this wave of change was the French scientist and natural philosopher Étienne Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire (1772–1844), whom Feil would reference multiple times in his own thesis. Geoffroy (Fig. 6) was a prominent French naturalist in the early 19th century who made great contributions to the fields of comparative anatomy and embryology and who is noted as a “creator of philosophical anatomy and teratology.”\(^22\) In 1822, he published one of his best-known works, *Philosophie Anatomique, Monstruosités Humaines*, a compilation of all his anatomical and teratological studies, observations, and theories.\(^28\) Feil, in his own thesis, recognized the importance of this book in changing the way monstrous births were studied and viewed, as he stated:

> Étienne Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, in his admirable book “Anatomical Philosophy” had considered and discussed the importance of moral or physical causes that can disturb the pregnancy and determine monstrosities; he denied the influence of moral causes, emotion, etc. which popular belief has always attached great importance.\(^22\) [Translated from the French by I.S., E.B., and M.C.P.]

In the 1820s Geoffroy performed embryological experiments on chicken eggs to determine what external conditions could interfere with embryological development.\(^4\) During these experiments, he subjected the eggs to physical trauma and recorded any abnormalities that resulted from
the manipulation. Although he failed to maintain the fish stage or to obtain the transition to the mammalian stage of embryos,12 these experiments were fundamental in the creation of a new scientific field, experimental embryology and scientific teratology, the study of abnormalities in development. Geoffroy’s work laid the foundation for future physician scientists like Maurice Klippel and André Feil to continue studying and refuting past theories concerning monstrous births. In fact, a monstrosity would come to define the medical legacy of Feil and his teacher, Klippel.

**André Feil and Maurice Klippel**

It is difficult to find information regarding the personal life of Feil. He was born in 1884 in Paris, France, and unconfirmed information indicates that he died in 1955. He first studied in Tours, a university city located in central France, completing an externship (1907–1908) in the surgical clinic under Professor Pierre Delbert (1861–1957), who was a military surgeon.16 The following year of his rotation, he studied under Professor Henri Georges Eugene Roger (1860–1946), dean of the medical faculty, in the department of experimental pathology and comparative physiology.16 Roger was also Feil’s doctoral thesis advisor, which may explain why Feil’s thesis contains such comprehensive pathological descriptions and discussions on the possible mechanisms of abnormal development. From 1909 to 1910, Feil continued his externship under Professeurs Agrégés (i.e., Associate Professors) Sicard (given name unknown) and Mauritius Loeper (1875–1961), who was a pathologist.16

After completing his externship, Feil spent 3 years as a medical intern. His 1st-year mentor was Professor Paul Riche (1849–1933), who was a specialist in nervous diseases, hysteria, and hypnotism.16 From 1912 to 1913, Feil worked at the Hôpital Hérold in the center of Paris (Fig. 7). It was at this time that Feil began to work closely with Klippel (1858–1942)7 (Fig. 8), who seems to have singularly inspired and encouraged him.

Klippel was born in 1858 in Mulhouse, France, into a well-to-do family. He received his medical doctorate in
1889; he served as a medical resident at the Hospitaux de Paris in 1884 and was a medical resident in 1886 at the Salpêtrière on the team when Joseph Babinski was the chief resident. Undoubtedly, therefore, Klippel had contact with Jean-Martin Charcot, although he is not listed specifically as one of Charcot’s direct neurological descendants. Klippel became a member of the attending staff 5 years later and was chief of the service at the Hospice Debrousse for 1 year. In 1902, he became director of the department of general medicine at the Hôpital Tenon, where he remained until his retirement in 1924. He published articles on a wide array of medical topics, with his best-known written works being in the fields of neurology and psychiatry, but he also wrote on nonscientific topics. He died in 1942 in Vevey, France.

Much in the method of Charcot, Klippel was interested in neurology and psychiatry. He was described as an unparalleled clinician who insisted on a clinical impression and an exacting history and medical examination, believing that “illnesses concern the organism in its entirety, and that the pathologic changes did not confine themselves to one organ.”\(^5^7\) He taught his students to become masters of, and to care for, the whole patient. There is little written about the relationship of student Feil to mentor Klippel, although a Klippel biography in the monthly Parisian medical humorous magazine\(^1\) (Fig. 9) written by “A.F.” shares poignant knowledge:

If, by chance, passing by the heights of the Père-La-Chaise, you were to cross the Gambetta square around 10 am, you will see a little man come out of the subway station and take the direction of Hospital Tenon. You will observe, in every one of his movements, as well as his general appearance, the discreet
and scientific person our elders used to talk about. Moments later, under the hospital’s covered passages, you will be able to see the same man. He will be wearing a long, white lab coat and will have covered his spiky hair with a black skull-cap decorated with a purple stripe. Under his thin eyebrows, you will find vividly intelligent eyes. Out of his mischievous mouth, over which sits a continuously moving mustache, slowly come jokes, absurdities, aphorisms, Greek and Latin citations, as well as medical theories.

Every one of his epigrams is specific and meaningful, yet never hurts. Every one of his words is meaningful teaching. His scholarship, of infinite variety, has always obtained the admiration of those who have accompanied him every morning. You won’t take long to understand that he is surrounded with loving respect.

You already recognized Doctor Maurice Klippel. Born in 1858 in the annexed country, he pursued brilliant medical studies in Paris, followed by his residency, then a position of chief of the Medical School Laboratory and ultimately physician of the hospitals.

He was a founding member of the Neurology Society, which he served as president of, as well as the Psychiatry Society. In 1910, he served as president of the Congress of Psychiatry and Neurology held in Brussels. Last year, he served as president of the medico-psychological Society. He remained a faithful Tenon physician, where he was able to find a place of refuge and sanctuary far from the hectic life in the center, despite multiple offers from more prominent hospitals. His affectionate, reserved, and sensitive personality, his researcher finesse and patience, as well as his high medical integrity, blend perfectly with this discreet environment.

His countless works bear the stamp of originality.

Let’s start with his thesis on amyotrophies in general, chronic diseases in which he describes “the reaction of neuro-muscular infirmity” by describing the presence of a pathological generalized muscular edema with hyper-reflexibility as a sign of malnutrition caused by toxins in tuberculous and cancerous patients, etc.... Tachycardia can sometimes be associated with these symptoms.

He was the first to describe the toxic neurologic alterations found in cancerous patients, the nervous lesions in phlegmatia and edema, the alterations of the spinal cord horns found with different forms of arthritis and chronic rheumatism, as well as the radiculopathies found with certain types of angina.

By gathering the symptoms of facial horns and edema, he demonstrated the associations with herpes zoster eruptions.

We owe him the first description of the osteohypertrophic varicose nevus. He developed a classification of the forms of pancreatic sclerosis after demonstrating its presence in cases of Laennec’s cirrhosis.

He studied syphilitic sialorrhea found in cases of parotid lesions. He wrote a memoir on his first description of the disorders of taste and smell found in patients with syphilis.

Mental pathology kept him quite busy. In nearly 40 memoirs on generalized paralysis, he attempts to demonstrate the infectious and auto-toxic origin of this disease. He discusses the possibility of inflammatory lesions as opposed to exclusively degenerative lesions: the existence of an arthritic generalized paralysis as opposed to a tuberculous paralysis. Multiple authors have confirmed these facts, whether a transient paralysis or lesions on the liver, lungs, or kidney said to be vasoparalytic.

This resulted in the creation of the syndrome of generalized paralysis, substituted for the notion of morbid entity.

He created an anatomical classification of dementia after establishing that all dementia resulted from the destruction of dendrites and axons, causing the isolation of cortical neurons. He distinguished vasculo-conjunctival dementia from neuro-epithelial dementia, the latter representing the old disordered mental states.

He is also the first to describe hepatic delirium and to have associated it with the pathogenesis of many alcoholic deliriums. He was able to consider that only acute intoxication is a direct effect of alcohol on the central nervous system. Delirium tremens and all other types of delirium have to be classified under infectious or auto-toxic deliriums, arising from existing lesions caused by alcohol in the liver, kidney, etc....
Finally, the name “Klippel atrophy” is associated with the lesions he well described under the name of numeric atrophy of the tissues.

His work, even more extensive than described, is very diverse, ranging from clinical to anatomical or experimental. Far from being solely directed to neurology, his work was often directed to the pathology of various organs. Dr. Klippel refused to specialize only in diseases of the central nervous system. From his generalized and vast study of medicine, one can properly call him a pathologist. He never stopped to include the trifecta of clinical observation, anatomical analysis, and pathological mechanism.

Once he has finished his rounds and taught his medical students, Dr. Klippel returns to his office with his usual simplicity. There, he meditates, reads, writes, and annotates. He does not belong to a type of humanity where continuous knowledge is not poured in. He is there, at home, in a discreet environment, reminding him of the familiar details of his beloved childhood city of Mulhouse. Every year, during his vacation, he returns to his birth country, the calming hills of Alsace, where he relaxes away from the Parisian work.43 [Translated from the French by I.S.]

Amid the dispute and cloud of uncertainty regarding the origins of monstrous births, Feil entered the academic discussion with a publication describing a congenital abnormality, now named after him as well as his mentor, Klippel. The initial report entitled “Un cas d’absence des vertèbres cervicales cage thoracique remontant jusqu’a la base du crâne” (A case of absence of cervical vertebrae with the thoracic cage rising to the base of the cranium) was published in 1912 after Klippel, then the attending neurologist at the Hôpital Tenon, Feil entered the academic scene. The patient was brought to a physician who proposed an operation. At that time, he remarked, his head deviated to the left, and his ear touched his shoulder.42 (Fig. 10). Feil used the thesis in a far greater role to contradict the popular notion at the time that a monstrous birth or congenital deformity could be explained on an atavistic or ontological basis. Within the report, Klippel and Feil stated:

The pathogenicity of these vertebral variations is complex and uncertain; many hypotheses have been developed and the number of theories is proof of the obscurity which surrounds them. So the case which we have reported is difficult to explain by any of these theories. We are not in the presence of variation regressive or progressive, but of a monstrosity. The etiology is uncertain, it is perhaps traumatic, it is also possibly the result of an infectious osteitis which upset the entire upper part of the vertebral skeleton.

Even in the early 1900s, while attempts were still being made to connect monstrous or deformed births with a regression or moral failing, Klippel and Feil were among the first to openly refute that any such relationship resided and instead suggested other causes. Feil pursued the message conveyed through this report concerning the origins of monstrous births in his own thesis.

**André Feil’s Thesis**

In 1919 Feil published his doctoral thesis, entitled *L’Absence et la diminution des vertèbres cervicales (étude clinique et pathogénique) (The absence and the decrease of cervical vertebrae [clinical and pathogenetic study])*22 (Fig. 11). Feil used the single case of L. Joseph observed with Klippel and supported it through a detailed pathological examination and data from the scientific literature to write his thesis, published 6 years after the initial paper by Klippel and Feil. The other two colleagues he worked with in the Hôpital Hérod were the dermatologist and myologist Charles-Lucien de Beurmann (1851–1923) and Doctor Lesage (given name unknown), respectively.
you will advantageously replace this [current archaic system] with pure clinical classification of anomalies, which divisions at the present time are based on the anatomy, embryology, or philosophy. It is in this spirit that we propose to study undescribed and unacknowledged bone malformation of the cervical spine which seems to have a certain pathogenic and especially clinical interest.21 [Translated from the French by I.S., E.B., and M.C.P.]

The main portion of the thesis primarily analyzed cases of deformities or the absence of cervical vertebra. Feil used the case from his own practice with Klippel, as well as information about other cases sent to him by colleagues. He stated that there were not many examples of actual reduction in the number of cervical vertebrae, even adding cases of malformations seen in fetuses. He used the following previously published cases, which he found in Guérin’s monograph.30 The first three cases he claimed were described by Haller30 in 1745, Morgagni51,52 in 1746, and Béclard (cited by Feil from Guerin pp. 251, 251, and 418),30 and Goodheart in 1874,28,29 Additional cases were drawn from Willett and Walsham in 1880,71 Varaglia from the University of Turin 1882 (no citation provided by Feil), Staderini in 1894 (no citation provided by Feil), Nau in 1904,53 and Bertolotti in 1917.8 The thesis is organized into chapters, the first being divided according to Feil’s suggested method for classifying cervical abnormalities causing the numerical reduction of vertebrae, a method still used today. Additionally, 6 of 12 cases8,9,13,44,47,50,53,66,71 (Table 1) were given to Feil by the famous Italian surgeon and radiologist Professor Mario Bertolotti (Fig. 12), who was director of the Institute of Medical Radiology of the Maggiore Hospital, Turin, working from 1906 until 195332,69 and considered a founder of Italian neuroradiology.45 Bertolotti, who had studied with Charcot at the Salpêtrière, was also interested in congenital anomalies and was well known for his work concerning a syndrome in which there is articulation between the L-5 transverse processes and sacrum, which he described in a 1917 article, “Contributo alla conoscenza dei vizi differenzazione regionale del rachide con speciale riguardo all assimilazione sacrale della V. lombare” (Contribution to the knowledge of the vices of regional differentiation of the spine with special regard to the assimilation of the fifth lumbar vertebrae into the sacrum).8 His 1920 monograph, “Le anomalie congenite del rachide cervicale” (Congenital anomalies of the cervical spine),8 referencing Feil’s thesis, distinguished three clinical types of cervical malformations: the first type is similar to Feil’s classification, but the second and third types have different descriptions and are characterized by torticollis related to skeletal deformities (Type 2) or muscular torticollis with atlantooccipital fusion (Type 3).8,49

Moreover, Feil noted the combination of three signs present in the clinical syndrome of Type 1 anomaly, which would later become the clinical syndrome of Klippel-Feil: low hairline, absence of neck, and limitations in head movement.53 He concluded that low hairline is associated with the bony anomaly, as were other causes of hypertrichosis suggested by Nau.53 Feil wrote that the prognosis for individuals with such deformity is precarious. Particularly important to Feil’s thesis are the differential diagnoses associated with this syndrome, which should be dis-
André Feil’s L. Joseph case history

The thesis mentioned possible causes for cervical vertebrae absence or malformations. Feil did not discuss, but mentioned, the possibility of pathological causes such as “tuberculosis, alcoholism, syphilis, smallpox, heart disease [and] madness” playing a role in forming malformations in children born to parents with one of these illnesses. He also referenced that genetics, although not well understood at the time, may also contribute to congenital malformations, writing “the facts of heredity cannot be considered negligible, they must be taken into account for the study of the mechanism of production of any anomaly.”

Feil mentioned other possible etiologies, including trauma to the fetus during development and elevated amniotic pressure, and while he used the term “monstrosity,” he distanced the term from past connotations of blame. He refrained from providing legitimacy to past theories on origins suggesting that congenital anomalies were a form of human digression or a sign of moral failure. Instead, he proposed using modern technology to assess the clinical state of the patient: “Radiography, facilitating a discovery of life, indicates the relationship between the structure of the vertebrae and clinical signs, has completely transformed the study of anomalies of the spine and permanent deformities of the trunk that are a usual consequence.”

The Conclusions section of his thesis is clear from the standpoints of rejecting unsupported theory and describing precisely the pathology and his scientific reasoning:

Conclusions:

1) The cervical region, just like the other areas of the vertebral column, can present with missing or extra numerical variations.

The variations by default, the only ones of interest to us, are almost always related to severe morphological anomalies which often present as real monstrosities. There are quite a few of these cases, much more than suspected, but they are often misdiagnosed as sub-occipital Pott’s or torticollis.

2) A reduction of numbers can present anatomically or clini-
cally as a wide spectrum from the complete absence of the cervical column to the absence of only one vertebra.

We will distinguish 3 types:

Type I.—This is the type that can be isolated best. Lesions are only in the cervical column. The rest of the spinal column is completely normal.

The monstrosity can be identified by several anatomical and clinical markers:

Anatomically, you will always find:
- A cervico-thoracic mass comprised of atrophied cervical vertebrae as well as the first 3 or 4 thoracic vertebrae.
- An opening of the first vertebral arches.
- A considerable elevation of the chest cavity, sometimes all the way to the base of the skull.

With this anatomical presentation, a true clinical syndrome can be observed:
- Low-lying hairline
- Absence of neck
- Clear limitation of head movement

These 3 principal signs, compounded with other less important ones, should always raise suspicion of an underlying congenital malformation. If all symptoms are found together and clearly present, you need to work up the isolated absence of cervical vertebrae.

We believe this congenital abnormality to be relatively frequent; it is still unknown: some patients hold their head very straight without obvious deformities (several have spent a long time in various hospital departments without ever being identified), usually because these patients have been misdiagnosed as having sub-occipital Pott’s disease. We will avoid the misdiagnosis by systematically searching for this absent cervical vertebrae clinical syndrome every time the diagnosis of Pott’s disease, torticollis, or cervical region deformity is raised.

Clinical signs raise the possibility of congenital abnormalities and lead the clinician to order radiographs, which will give the diagnosis.

We believe the origin of this monstrosity is as such:

First, spina bifida occurs (represented by the posterior triangular orifice), spina bifida having to be located at the superior [cephalad is the word used today] end of the spinal column. Second, trauma or more likely amniotic compression generates progressive packing of the spinal bifida zones: cervical column and first thoracic vertebrae.

The abnormality probably occurred late, likely in the 3rd or beginning of the 4th month of gestation: during this period, the fragility of the cervical column determined by the nonclosure of the posterior arches (spina bifida) is increased by the absence of ossification of the bodies of the cervical vertebrae. This ossification is, by then, already very advanced in the remainder of the spinal column.

As a general rule, this monstrosity (Type I) makes up a clearly homogenous group clinically and anatomically, as well as from its pathogenesis standpoint.

Type II.—The reduction is limited to one or two cervical vertebrae. Along with this less involved anatomical abnormality, one will observe an attenuation of symptomatology. This group is comprised of complex morphological disorders such as fusion, hemivertebrae, occipitalisation of the atlas, etc.

Type III.—There is a compression in or a numeric reduction of cervical vertebrae, just like in the previous groups; however, the lesions are not confined to the cervical column. They can be found throughout the spine. This spread leads to a less clearly defined clinical syndrome.

These important congenital anomalies are hardly compatible with life. They are, therefore, typically seen in the fetus or neonate.

3) Pathogenesis—Generally speaking, the pathogenesis of these monstrosities of the spinal column is obscure.

Although Type I monstrosity seems to be of mechanical origin (amniotic pressure), most seem to want to associate it with a specific pathology.

This cause, whether mechanical or pathological, is rarely associated with an obvious event (accidental trauma, maternal or fetal illness during pregnancy). We generally never find an obvious source for the congenital abnormality. In certain suspicious cases, as described by Isidore Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire and other authors, we would gladly blame attempted abortions, whether conscious or not, as having influenced the fetus directly or indirectly by causing disorders in amniotic development.

4) After studying the pathogenesis of Type I monstrosities, three facts appear to be of utmost importance:
a) Spina bifida can sometimes occur in the inferior or middle cervical regions; however, it can exceptionally occur at the very superior (cephalad) portion of the spine. We believe that this rarity is only fictive as, very often, spina bifida of the first vertebrae is accompanied by a compression, which appears like monstrosity Type I and is often misdiagnosed as Pott’s disease. This is why this rarity of existence of superior (cephalad) spine spina bifida is fictive.

b) Spina bifida, independent of its location on the spine, creates a particular fragility of the spine immediately adjacent to the lesion, thereby explaining certain vertebral anomalies.

c) Congenital scoliosis, unlike what we tend to believe, is not always related to vertebral anomalies (fusion, hemivertebrae, sacralisation, etc). M. Rachaud’s research has shown that it can develop without the presence of previous vertebral anomalies and that it can simply develop from a mechanical action of the spine on a pre-existing primitive abnormality of the medullary nervous axis.

In this work, we attempted to show that the study of anomalies and monstrosities is not only theoretical but also can present a clear clinical interest. It should be possible to develop analogous clinical syndromes to the syndrome of cervical numerical reduction for other congenital anomalies.

However, perhaps the most prescient and insightful portion of Feil’s thesis immediately precedes the conclusion. This section presents his thoughts on deformities and the word “monstrosity,” but also on the wisdom passed to him regarding the monstrosities that are related to the absence of vertebrae, sacralisation, etc). M. Rachaud’s research has shown that congenital malformations influenced sociocultural traditions, and it reveals how society viewed persons with severe malformations in different cultures and eras. However, persons with mild Klippel-Feil anomaly and without pronounced phenotypical changes have been found to be present in earlier ages. For example, one documented case involved an adult male (M9) with fused cervical vertebrae, whose skeletal remains were found in a late Neolithic site in Vietnam; he was assumed to have had juvenile-onset quadriplegia and appeared to have been supported in life.

Currently, Klippel-Feil syndrome is observed as a syndrome that unites a heterogeneous group of patients only by the presence of a congenital synostosis of two or more cervical vertebrae. Attempts have been made to further subdivide this heterogeneous group of patients. For example, Samartzis and colleagues proposed a classification method based on radiological findings found in patients with Klippel-Feil syndrome. This classification also divides patients into three types, but differs from the one proposed by Feil. In the classification system proposed by Samartzis et al., Type 1 is characterized by the presence of a “single congenitally fused cervical segment”; Type 2, by the presence of “multiple noncontiguous, congenitally fused segments”; and Type 3, by the presence of “multiple contiguous, congenitally fused cervical segments.”

It should be noted that there is more than one classification method that categorizes patients with Klippel-Feil syndrome; the author of the reference to the classification should be named to avoid confusion. After Feil’s thesis, because of the broad and heterogeneous categorization, there was still usefulness in clarifying and detailing the classification for Klippel-Feil syndrome patients. In his thesis Feil included in the Type III category reductions in the number of parts of the spine other than cervical and other numerical spinal anomalies (Table 2). On the other hand, if Klippel-Feil syndrome is referred to as in the 1912 paper, then it describes only a severe degree of spinal malformation (patient L. Joseph—Type I).

Perhaps the term Klippel-Feil syndrome should be used to refer to the clinical triad described originally in the 1912 article and as described in Feil’s thesis. We cannot deny that the transition from the numerical reduction of the cervical vertebrae to vertebral fusion was the correct way to condense and clarify the definition of the term; however, perhaps anatomically, this fusion should be defined only as Klippel-Feil anomaly. The diagnosis of
Klippel-Feil anomaly is primarily based on radiological findings and therefore should be called an anomaly. These radiological findings should be named with anatomical terminology, as proposed initially by Bertolotti: occipitalization of the atlas, ankyloses of the atlas with the occipital bone, deformities of the skull bones, assimilation of the third cervical vertebra and axis, transverse segmentation of the vertebral bodies, vertical segmentation of vertebral bodies, basal segmentation of the odontoid process, and hemipectus clavicularis.

Additionally, we should take into account that Feil based his classification on 14 cases, 13 of which, it appears, he did not examine personally. Feil’s descriptive classification had some small predictive value, and it was used to distinguish more pronounced cases from vague cases. At that time, of course, there was no MRI or CT to reveal asymptomatic cases, and radiography was not systematically performed or inspected to catch such diagnoses. In this view, classifications should be clinically relevant and targeted toward answering questions about possible prognosis, complications, and inheritance. With this in mind, Clarke et al. conducted a thorough cytogenetic study of three families with Klippel-Feil syndrome and proposed a new classification. This classification delineates four classes based on the different vertebral fusion processes, morphologies and positions, associated abnormalities, and, most importantly, different modes of inheritance. When classifications of this syndrome are used, it should be referred to in the following way based on which method was used: Feil’s classification (1912) of the Klippel-Feil syndrome, Samartzis’s (2006) radiological classification of Klippel-Feil syndrome, or Clarke’s heterogeneity classification of Klippel-Feil syndrome into 4 classes (1998). Recent studies continue to reveal new genetic variants in signaling molecules that play roles in the development of the vertebral column and that may lead to the formation of Klippel-Feil anomaly.

### André Feil’s Other Works

Through the early to mid-1920s, Feil continued to publish on various cases of congenital malformations. He published several articles recounting and elaborating on the L. Joseph case and other musculoskeletal anomalies, documenting and analyzing patients who presented with congenital lack of the ulna, absence of the pectoralis major muscle, brachydactyly, and other malformations. In 1923, Feil published an article entitled “Role des traumatismes et des tentatives d’avortement dans la formation des anomalies et des monstres” (Role of trauma and attempted abortion in the formation of anomalies and monsters) that criticized two commonly held reasons for congenital malformations: minor trauma and the woman’s imagination during her pregnancy. Feil stated, “These two causes: trauma [and] role of imagination [are] enough to satisfy the minds of people, even educated, yet who think themselves freed from superstitious ideas; or what woman during her pregnancy, did not experience fear or received a sudden blow?...Let’s not even deal with the role of the imagination as it has no serious basis, but with the trauma which is a more reasonable issue.” Traumas of a severe nature induced on a developing fetus, such as those observed with attempted abortion, Feil acknowledged, could “act on the seed, producing a monstrosity.” However, Feil believed violent traumas would be more likely to cause an abortion or premature birth, as opposed to a defect in fetal development.

Toward the end of his career, Feil took an interest in illnesses associated with occupational settings, in particular, pneumoconiosis. He was a prolific author on conditions affecting the human condition and on public health, continuing to publish with Klippel into the 1920s. However, it was his early work on congenital abnormalities, influenced by Klippel, one of the foremost medical mentors of the time, that helped alter literally centuries of unsubstantiated beliefs affecting such patients.

### Conclusions

Over the course of his life, Feil’s work transcended the importance of merely reporting on congenital malformations by playing an integral role in the socioscientific transformation of attitudes toward patients. During a time in which Western society continued to blame human deformities on atavistic or ontological origins, Feil was a pioneer in rejecting such theories and setting forth a new path for understanding the underlying mechanisms at work in congenital abnormalities. It is clear through his
initial research on congenital malformations and occupational health risks later in life that he had a deep desire to improve the lives of those around him. In addition to practicing the science of medicine, he highlighted the importance of humanism to medicine, and we have inherited his legacy for care and consideration for those we might encounter in the annals of history, there is no denying that Feil played a critical role in attempting to change a sociocultural mind-set rooted in ignorance and fear. His interest was largely stimulated by his mentor Klippel and his intercultural mind-set rooted in ignorance and fear. His interest was largely stimulated by his mentor Klippel and his intercultural mind-set rooted in ignorance and fear.
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